profiles. (a) Heatmap of NMF-derived orthogonal mutational profiles derived from over 6,000 human cancers for the human exome samples. The scale bar refers to the proportion of mutations attributable to a given signature. The clustering confirms a strong enrichment for CpG-associated CT transitions classically associated with UVB-exposure (signature 14), particularly for AK and cuSCC, with segregation of most of the NS samples away from AK and cuSCC, with the exception of 1-NS, which has the highest mutational load in that class. early and late) signatures from the LME model data were probed for their ability to predict survival in HNSCC; none was significant. Gene  #  Patients  Removed as common false positive genes:  GPR98  4  PT1,PT2,PT3,PT4  Gene  #  Patients  MYO7B  4  PT1,PT3,PT4,PT5  TTN  7  PT1,PT2,PT3,PT4,PT5,PT6,PT8  RELN  4  PT1,PT3,PT4,PT5  MUC16  6  PT1,PT2,PT3,PT4,PT5,PT6  TP53  4  PT1,PT3,PT4,PT5  CSMD3  3  PT2,PT3,PT5  CRB1  3  PT2,PT3,PT6  DNAH6  3  PT2,PT3,PT6  FAT1  3  PT3,PT4,PT5  DNAH7  3  PT3,PT5,PT6  FSIP2  3  PT2,PT3,PT5  HYDIN  3  PT3,PT5,PT6  IGFN1  3  PT2,PT3,PT5  LRP1B  3  PT1,PT3,PT5  MLL3  3  PT2,PT5,PT6  MUC4  3  PT2,PT3,PT5  RYR1  3  PT2,PT4,PT5  SYNE1  3  PT3,PT4,PT5  VWDE 
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